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Virtual AP Night
Presentation

What is Advanced Placement?
High school program
aligned with the College
Board that provides
high school students
the opportunity to take
college-level courses in
a high school setting.

AP Course syllabi must
be audited by the
College Board before
earning AP designation

Curriculum for each AP
course is created by
high school teachers,
college professors, and
experts in that field of
study.
Each AP course
culminates in an AP
Exam that allows
students to measure
their mastery of
college-level work

Find Your Passion!
With 28 AP Courses offered,
FCHS encourages students to explore
their interests and find new passions.
From Computer Science, 2-D Art &
Human Geography, students study
fascinating topics and ideas that just
might become the foundation of their
future college major or career.
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What are FCHS grads saying?
The AP courses I took at Central were great practice for college, and the
workload, amount of studying, and accountability of these courses parallels
the courses I have taken and am still taking at UGA. The AP teachers at
Central are amazing educators who really helped prepare me to succeed
in my future!
- 2018 FCHS grad

The AP program at FCHS prepared me for college because of its accountability and rigor.
It also prepared me to take large final exams by having me preapre for the AP Exam at
theend of the year.
- 2016 FCHS grad

What are FCHS grads saying?
In my experience, a typical high school class is not comparable to college-level
courses, either in terms of workload and depth of content. By taking AP classes at
FCHS, I felt more prepared to transition to Georgia Tech and succeed my Freshman year.
I definitely use a lot of the knowledge and study skills I obtained through taking AP classes
even now in my senior year of college.
-2018 FCHS grad

The AP coursework at FCHS exposed me to the rigor I would face as a college student.
The study skills and work ethic I developed throughout my time taking AP classes at
FCHS allowed me to be more comfortable with the college workload. The information
I learned also provided me with the background knowledge I needed as I began taking
higher level college courses.
-2019 FCHS grad

What are FCHS grads saying?
The AP program at FCHS prepared me for college by providing me a building block for
the workload and rigor that comes with college courses. The AP teachers at FCHS understand
what college is like and gradually implement study methods and time management tactics, so
by the time senior year comes around, you are ready to succeed in college.
-2020 FCHS grad

The AP Program prepared me for college by making me accustomed to the rigor or
upper-level courses and teaching me responsibility for the work completed both in and out
of class. The AP teachers at Central taught us not only self-sufficiency in thought, but also
how to communicate with teachers, professors, and other professionals openly.
-2019 FCHS grad

Benefits of taking an AP class
Students can earn
college credit by
passing the AP
Exam
Students
can
build
good
Students can experience
study
habits
a college like setting in
high school
Students
Students develop
develop
creative & critical
problem
thinking skills
solving skills

Students develop
written & verbal
communication skills

Students
learn
rigorous
college-level
content

AP Courses Offered at FCHS
ELA

SCIENCE

-English Language & Composition
-English Literature & Composition
-Seminar
MATH
-Research
-Calculus AB*
SOCIAL STUDIES
-Calculus BC*
-Human Geography
-Statistics*
-World History
-United States History
FINE ARTS
-American Government
-2-D Art & Design
-Macroeconomics
-Art History
-Psychology
-Drawing

ELECTIVES

-Biology*
-Environmental Science*
-Chemistry*
-Physics 1*
-Physics 2*
-Physics C: Mechanics*
-Physics C: Electricity & Magnetism*

WORLD LANGUAGES
-Spanish Language & Culture
-French Language & Culture
-German Language & Culture

-Computer Science Principles*
-Computer Science A*

*designated STEM AP Exam

What are current FCHS students saying?
Taking AP classes at FCHS has been a challenging yet rewarding experience as I have
become accustomed to a rigorous course load and developed an academic foundation for
college. AP classes have also allowed me to go more in-depth into subjects that I am interested
in. I have developed and honed my time management, college-level writing and critical thinking
skills. Taking AP classes has given me a head-start and I plan to use that advantage in college.
- FCHS 12th grader

Nothing engages the mind like the rigor of an AP class. You are immersed in the content
from day one. The AP program at FCHS, reveals that all subjects can be boundlessly
interesting. That will serve will me well in college to truly explore what interests me.
- FCHS 12th grader

What are current FCHS students saying?
Being in AP classes at FCHS have been a vital part of my education thus far as a junior. My AP
classes push me to work hard and give my best effort. They present a challenge. But, they have
taught me the importance of time management and communication. These classes ease my nerves
about college, since AP courses imitate a college class and allow me to earn college credit as a
high school student.
- FCHS 11th grader

The AP program at Central has helped me a lot with study skills that I can apply in all
of my classes. I have also become a lot better at communicating with my teachers,
and they hold me accountable. I think by going through the AP program, I will be more
prepared for college than if I had never taken an AP class.
- FCHS 10th grader

What are current FCHS students saying?
The AP program at FCHS has absolutley helped strengthen my learning skills, particularly
study and note taking skills. Teaching and learning challenging, new content makes one
hone in learning skills in a unique way. By taking AP classes, a student can develop better
educational and listening skills, which when combined with the rigor of the courses, prepares
one well for college.
- FCHS 10th grader

The AP Program at FCHS has helped me strengthen my study skills in the way that AP classes
taught me the importance of reviewing my notes every night. Coming into high school, I thought
I didn't have to study and I would still get good grades. But, taking my first AP class has helped me
realize that this wouldn't always be the case. But, my teacher has helped me develop the skills
necessary to do well in high school and beyond.
- FCHS 9th grader

The AP Exam

- Measures mastery of college-level content learned throughout the course of the
school year.
- Administered on a nationally established schedule, the first two weeks of May
- 3-4 hour exam comprising of multiple choice questions and written constructed
response questions

- Measure reasoning skills and the
ability to analyze information and data,
synthesize information, think critically
and negotiate competing perspectives

WHAT DO UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES SAY?
UGA Undergraduate Admissions
Rigor of curriculum and the grades in advanced courses can
determine admission over students with a 4.0 GPA having taken
no advanced courses.
99% of students admitted for the Class of 2024 took at least one
advanced level course in high school.

Source -- admissions.uga.edu - David R. Graves, Interim Sr. Executive Director,
Undergraduate Admissions

WHAT DO UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES SAY?
Ga Tech Undergraduate Admissions
First- year students should demonstrate success in the
most rigorous curriculum at their high school
Source -- admission.gatech.edu/first-year

Auburn Undergraduate Admissions
Successful applicants will demonstrate their potential
for success by their strength of academic rigor taken in
high school.
Source -- auburn.edu/admissions/faq

Clemson Undergraduate Admissions
One of the clearest indicators of your fit at Clemson is
you academic performance in high school. We examine
the rigor of classes you took to gauge your ability to rise
to academic challenges
Source -- clemson.edu/admissions/applying-to-clemson/freshman-students.html

Let's meet our
FCHS
AP Teachers

Fine Arts

Electives

Ms. Heather Hanline - Art History
Ms. Marea Haslett- 2-D Art,
Drawing

Mr. Anupam Goli - Computer Science Principles
Ms. Daphne John - Computer Science A

World Languages
Herr David Carr - German
Language & Culture
Mme. Tammy Glasgow - French
Language & Culture
Sra. Monica Phelps - Spanish
Language & Culture

ELA
Ms. Antonia Alberga-Parisi Language & Composition, Seminar
Ms. Joyce Chastine - Language & Composition
Dr. Anne-Rose Loureiro-Hester Literature & Composition, Research
Ms. Eve Phillips - Language & Composition
Ms. Brittany Pope-Thomason Literature & Composition

Science
Mr. Scott Cole - Environmental Science
Ms. Leslie Hixson - Biology
Ms. Ana Ille - Physics 1
Ms. Laurie Karickhoff - Chemistry
Mr. Bill Shcuyler - Biology
Ms. Cristina Stevenson - Physics1, Physics 2,
Physics C: Electricity & Magnetism,
Physics C: Mechanics

Social Studies
Ms. Christin Arrendale - U.S. History
Mr. Nathan Dobbs - U.S. History
Dr. David Duval - World History
Ms. Jennifer Garner - Human Geography
Mr. Jonathan Henderson - World History
Mr. Michael Meyer - Human Geo., Psychology
Mr. Ryan Payne - American Government
Ms. Denni Proctor - Macroeconomics

Math
Ms. Becky Dean - Statistics
Ms. Dawn Dirst - Calculus BC
Ms. Katie Rosado - Calculus AB, Calculus BC

Thank you!
Questions?
Join us for a
Virtual Advanced Placement Q & A
on February 17, 2021
6:30-7:30pm

